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Python: Beginner's Guide to Artificial Intelligence: Build applications to intelligently interact with the world around you using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop real-world applications powered by the latest advances in intelligent systems

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain real-world contextualization using deep learning problems concerning research and application
	
			Get to know the best practices to improve and optimize your machine...
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Mission Critical Windows 2000 Server AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2000
To put it in terms understandable to the many former English majors who now manage Windows networks: if Everyman were a system administrator, he'd run Windows 2000 Server. It supports pretty much any business requirement, yet it's user-friendly enough that anyone can learn to be an administrator with a bit of study. Mission Critical! Windows...
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Building Solutions with Microsoft Commerce Server 2002Microsoft Press, 2003
No matter what your organization sells, a well-executed commerce solution can extend your business globally, boost profitability, and help you seize new opportunities faster. Drawing from their extensive, in-the-field experience, online business experts Clayton Peddy and Derek Armentrout teach you to quickly build and deploy a scalable,...
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Host Your Web Site In The Cloud: Amazon Web Services Made Easy: Amazon EC2 Made EasySitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	
		Host Your Web Site On The Cloud is the OFFICIAL step-by-step guide to this revolutionary approach to hosting and managing your websites and applications, authored by Amazon's very own Jeffrey Barr.

	
		"Host Your Web Site in the Cloud" shows you just how easy it is to host your website in the cloud with...
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The Red Gate Guide to SQL Server Team-based DevelopmentRed gate, 2010

	Only small projects, relevant to very few people, are built by the sweat and toil of a lone developer. Larger projects, affecting whole organizations, will invariably require a team of people to design and develop the application and its storage layer, or database.


	In some cases, this will mean some developers and one or two DBAs,...
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The Mac OS X Lion Project BookPeachpit Press, 2011

	Managing files and finding stuff after you’ve organized it are things you’ll know about after reading this chapter. The chapter also covers loading up on applications, both from the App Store and directly from developers’ Web sites. (If you’re not sure now what the differences are, don’t...
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151 Quick Ideas to Manage Your TimeCareer Press, 2006

	Too many of us live our lives trying to shoehorn our many activities and responsibilities into too few time slots available. Increasingly for business people, fathers and mothers, even kids—(ineffectively) managing the myriad of activities has become an all-consuming chore. And we're so stressed that our relationships and job...
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Ext JS Data-driven Application Design (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to build a user-friendly database in Ext JS using data from an existing database with this step-by-step tutorial. Takes you from first principles right through to implementation.


	Overview

	
		Discover how to layout the application structure with MVC and Sencha Cmd
	
		Learn to use Ext...
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Big Data Made Easy: A Working Guide to the Complete Hadoop ToolsetApress, 2014

	Many corporations are finding that the size of their data sets are outgrowing the capability of their systems to store and process them. The data is becoming too big to manage and use with traditional tools. The solution: implementing a big data system.


	As Big Data Made Easy: A Working...
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Reputation, Stock Price, and You: Why the Market Rewards Some Companies and Punishes OthersApress, 2012

	“All of our working lives we have heard the mantra, ‘a reputation lost is never regained.’ Still, the firms we work for, admire and invest in seem to take costly reputation hits all too often. Everyone interested in managing, regulating or investing in public firms will find Nir Kossovsky’s book a wonderful read...
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Cross-platform Localization for Native Mobile Apps with XamarinApress, 2016

	Tailor your apps to appeal to a global market. Microsoft MVP Chris Miller steps you through the process of enabling multiple language support, while using a single shared set of language resources using the .NET Framework.

	

	You will learn to adapt a simple mobile application for the Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and...
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Developing Extensions for Macromedia® Flash® 8Macromedia Press, 2005
Developing Extensions for Macromedia  Flash 8

describes how to build Flash JavaScript extensions to enhance  the developer's experience while working in the Flash authoring environment.  This book explains how each type of extension works and describes the JavaScript...
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